From Kagoshima Airport
Take the Limousine Bus from Kagoshima Airport to “Kanoya” (about 100 min.)
Then take a taxi from the bus stop to the USC (about 45 min.)

From Kagoshima-Chuo Station
Take a bus from “Kagoshima-Chuo” station (JR Kagoshima Line) to “Kamonoike port” (about 20 min.)
Go on a ferry from the port to “Tarumizu Port” (about 45 min.)
Then take a bus to “Kanoya” (about 40 min.)
Take a taxi from the bus stop to the USC (about 45 min.)

By Car
- From the “Mizobe/Kagoshima Airport Interchange” of the Kyushuu Expressway, take the “Ohkuma juukanndo (traversing road)” to the “Kasanohara Interchange” to the USC. (It takes about 1 hour and 50 minutes.)

- From the “Kagoshima Interchange” of the Kyushuu Expressway, it is about 2 hours by taking the “Ohkuma juukanndo (traversing road)” to the USC via the “Kasanohara Interchange.”

* A bus service is available from Kanoya to Uchinoura, but only three to five trips are offered per day. It takes about 1 hour and 20 minutes from Kanoya to Uchinoura, then you have to make a 10-minute taxi ride to the USC from the bus stop.